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Product Handbook September 2014

®Tops is a registered trademark of and product 
made by

It’s all possible with Tops®

Keep them on

Size them up Thin them off
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Product Tops Plant Growth Regulator
Active Ingredient 100g/kg triclopyr* also known as 3,5-6 TPA
Formulation 10g water soluble tablets 
Packaging 100g Jar containing 10 tablets (of 10g each tablet)
Product Use Oranges/Mandarins:: Fruit Thinning or Fruit Sizing

Lychees: Reducing premature fruit drop
Use rate Oranges & Mandarins: 1-2 tablets/100L water

Lychees: 5 tablets/100L water (50ppm)
Preferred application method Use the SARDI Unit Canopy Row (UCR) application technique. For more 

information on this method see UCR section of this handbook or contact 
SARDI - http://www.sardi.sa.gov.au

In Summary

IMPORTANT WARNING
*While triclopyr is the active ingredient in Tops, it is in a different form to that of herbicides which contain triclopyr. Using 
herbicides which contain triclopyr for the same purposes as Tops is not only illegal but may also cause severe damage to your trees.

Depending on the timing and rate, TOPS®  may:

• Cause good thinning of fruit numbers, allowing growers to dramatically reduce the amount of hand thinning 
required.

• When applied early, Tops® will thin the crop and give larger size fruit.
• When applied late, Tops® will still give larger fruit through its physiological action but with minimal 

thinning.
• May give a higher sugar to acid ratio early in the season.
• May give an earlier colour break on Navels, allowing earlier pick.
• May give a more orange colour to fruit, important in the Riverland.
• May toughen the peel slightly.

Features in Oranges & Mandarins

Features in Lychees

TOPS® can be particularly effective on the cultivar Kwai Mai Pink (Boswell 3 or B3), but can give variable 
responses on other cultivars depending on seasonal conditions. When natural fruit drop is high, TOPS® can 
reduce the fruit drop. When natural fruit drop is low, TOPS® is less effective in reducing fruit drop.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
As with all plant growth regulators, it is necessary 
to obtain personal experience of use. Therefore, it 
is recommended that first time users in the first 
year treat only one third of the plot in order to gain 
practical experience with the use of TOPS®. It will be 
the full responsibility of the grower to strictly respect 
the directions for use of TOPS®.
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How to use Tops®

The first step is to determine the average fruit size. 

As fruit will be a range of sizes in order to determine the average fruit size you will need to measure 100 fruitlets 
selected at random throughout the block that is to be treated.

To do this you will need one of the following devices: 

• Calipers (digital or analog)
• Campbell Tops size ruler (ask your local Campbell rep or Tops agent if you don’t have one)

Step 1: Walk through the block and take 100 fruitlets at random.

Step 2: Measure the size of each fruitlet using either the calipers of the Tops Size ruler and record that   
 number.

Important Note:
• For oranges & mandarins - measure the diameter of 100 fruitlets
• For Lychees - measure the length of 100 fruitlets

Step 3: For oranges & mandarins - Once all 100 fruitlet sizes are recorded, add up all 100 measurements and  
 divide the total by 100. This will give you the average fruit diameter for that block and your fruit size as  
 referred to on the Tops® label.

 For Lychees - Ensure that at least 85% (ie 85/100 fruitlets) of the measured Lychees are longer than 15- 
 20mm in length

The First Step - A must for all Tops uses.

Artwork Approval

OK To Proceed

Please FAX your approved artwork to: (02) 8456 5737

Product 
Code/Name:

Product 
Colour/

Description:

Sizes:
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Today’s Date

Decoration/
No. of Positions:

Print Position:

No. of colours/
Specific Print Colours:

Qty:

Date

Ref No.

4Promote    18 Lucas Avenue, Moorebank NSW 2170
p: (02) 9212 6600  f: (02) 8456 5737  e: art@4promote.com.au

Please check your artwork and order details carefully. Your signature in the 
approval box indicates that you have checked the quantity, price, product 
details and artwork - and have given us the approval to “go to print”

Additional artwork change after 2nd change
will incur an artwork change fee of $75 per change

1.4mm Polypropylene

22cm Semi Rigid Ruler
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Full colour - 1 side
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shown at 90% to scale

Full colour print

Elena Bisseh

9-Jul-2014
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Campbell Tops size ruler

Calipers 

REMEMBER:
Measure fruit length for 
Lychees & 

fruit diameter for Oranges 
and Mandarins

For an interactive Excel worksheet that you can use to help you determine the correct 
timing for the application of Tops® Please visit our website www.campbellchemicals.com.au 
or email us: info@campbellchemicals.com.au
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What rates to use - Oranges and Mandarins.
Tops® for Thinning!

When using TOPS® for thinning on oranges apply when the average fruit 
size is between 10-20mm aiming for an average fruit diameter of 15mm-
20mm (see section “The First Step” on page 3 on determining average fruit 
diameter). Do not use when fruit size is below 10mm. 

When using TOPS® for thinning on mandarins apply during natural fruit 
drop in November. Experience has shown that this is generally when fruit 
size is between 9-15mm aiming for an average fruit diameter of 12mm (see 
section “The First Step” on page 3 on determining average fruit diameter). 
Do not use when fruit size is below 9mm. Use lower rates for smaller 
fruit.

Tops® for Sizing!

When using TOPS® for sizing on oranges apply within two weeks of the 
end of natural thinning. Generally, this is when fruit size is between 26-
28mm aiming for an average fruit diameter of 27mm (see paragraph above 
for determining average fruit diameter). 

When using TOPS® for sizing on mandarins apply within two weeks of 
the end of natural thinning. Generally, this is when fruit size is between 
18-20mm aiming for an average fruit diameter of 19mm (see section “The 
First Step” on page 3 on determining average fruit diameter).

Oranges

A good rate to use is 15ppm 
(1.5 tablets/100L) at an average  
fruit diameter size of 15mm. 
This will give thinning and all 
the fruit quality advantages 
described above. 

Applying TOPS® at 23-25mm  
average fruit diameter will 
minimise the thinning but will 
still expect to give the fruit 
quality advantages.

Oranges/Mandarins directions

COMPATIBILITY
We recommend no other products be applied with TOPS® except for the non-ionic wetter. We recommend that combinations of 
thinning products (either as a tank mix or separately within the same season) NOT be used.

Unit Canopy Row application technique for applying Tops to Oranges and Mandarins

It is recommended that TOPS®  be applied according to the Unit Canopy Row (UCR) application technique, 
and we recommend growers obtain a copy from SARDI of the book “Orchard and Vineyard Spraying Handbook 
for Australia and New Zealand”. 

http://www.sardi.sa.gov.au/viticulture/technology/spraying_handbook

This application technique calculates water volumes in terms of litres per 100m row-length, not as litres per 
hectare. It is still possible, however, to recalculate the water rate needed back into litres per hectare if desired. If 
you require, Campbell Chemicals representatives will assist you with the necessary calculations.

The UCR technique is calculated using the chart in the above book and the following parameters:

1. Height of tree
2. Density of tree -how well can you see a person on the other side of the tree.
3. Type of spray applicator (air-blast with tower, oscillating boom, SARDI sprayer or Quantum mist type).
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As lychees are terminal flowers, it is only necessary to cover the outside of the tree canopy. However, full coverage 
to drip-off point of this part of the tree is required.  Spray equipment must be selected which allows this coverage 
to be made. 

When minimum temperatures are warm during flowering, fruit set is usually good and natural fruit drop low.  
When minimum temperatures are too cool during flowering, fruit set is often poor and natural fruit drop can 
be very high (up to 75%).  So the effect of  TOPS® will be greatest when flowering occurs during very cool 
temperatures when there will be a lot of fruit drop, and less when flowering occurs in warmer temperatures when 
the level of natural fruit drop will be smaller.

Apply 5 tablets per 100L water (50ppm a.i.) when majority (greater than 85%) of the fruit is over 15-20mm in 
length.  IMPORTANT! To determine the fruit size follow the directions in “The First Step Section” on page 3.

Apply once only per season with a suitable sprayer. Use a non ionic wetter. The results may vary significantly for 
different varieties of lychee, season and growing region, depending on the level of natural fruit drop. 

Mixing:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
Use only clean spraying equipment in good condition. Half fill the spray tank with clean water and commence agitation. 
Add the required quantity of product directly to the water, and complete filling to the final volume. Spray immediately and 
maintain agitation throughout. 

Re-entry:     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
For Oranges and Mandarins:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
• Do not allow entry into treated areas until the spray has dried unless wearing cotton overalls buttoned to the neck and 
wrist (or equivalent clothing) and chemical resistant gloves.  Clothing must be laundered after each day’s use.                 
                                                                                                                                                                 
For Lychees:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
• Do not allow entry into treated areas until the spray has dried for low to moderate exposure activities such as propping, 
irrigation, scouting, pruning and training unless wearing cotton overalls buttoned to the neck and wrist (or equivalent 
clothing) and chemical resistant gloves.  Clothing must be laundered after each day’s use.   
                   
• Do not allow entry into treated areas for 4 days for high exposure activities such as harvesting, tying and thinning, unless 
wearing cotton overalls buttoned to the neck and wrist (or equivalent clothing) and chemical resistant gloves.  Clothing 
must be laundered after each day’s use.

FURTHER USE DIRECTIONS - all uses (unless otherwise indicated)

Lychee directions

What rate to use - Lychee.

COMPATIBILITY
We recommend no other products be applied with TOPS® except for the non-ionic wetter. We recommend that combinations of 
thinning products (either as a tank mix or separately within the same season) NOT be used.
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CAUTION/WARNING!

TOPS® may show unexpected effects to fruit bearing plants if label directions are not observed. Excessive 
thinning and/or crop phytotoxicity can result: 

 † If an application is made before the fruit has reached the recommended growth stage.  

 † If application is made too early or at high rate. In general, the higher the rate and the sooner the   
application, the greater the danger of experiencing significant thinning and phytotoxicity.  

 † If applied on unhealthy plants and/or under adverse climatic conditions. 

As with all plant growth regulators, it is necessary to obtain personal experience of use. Therefore, it is 
recommended that first time users in the first year treat only one third of the plot in order to gain practical 
experience with the use of TOPS®. It will be the full responsibility of the grower to strictly respect the 
directions for use of TOPS®.

DO NOT apply if fruitlet is less than recommended size. 

DO NOT apply if plants are unhealthy and/or under adverse climatic conditions. 

DO NOT apply when hot conditions are forecast as this may cause excessive thinning of citrus

DO NOT apply when temperatures are forecasted to be mid 30’s oC and above on the day of application or for 
several days after application

Spray drift restraints :
DO NOT apply when wind speed is less than 3 or more than 20 kilometres per hour as measured at the 
application site. 
DO NOT apply during surface temperature inversion conditions at the application site. 

What you must know when using Tops, on 
oranges, mandarins or Lychees!

Users of this product MUST make an accurate written record of the details of each spray application within 24 
hours following application and KEEP this record for a minimum of 2 years. 

The spray application details that must be recorded are: 

1. date with start and finish times of application; 
2. location address and paddock/s sprayed; 
3. full name of this product; 
4. amount of product used per hectare and number of hectares applied to; 
5. crop/situation and weed/pest; 
6. wind speed and direction during application; 
7. air temperature and relative humidity during application; 
8. nozzle brand, type, spray angle, nozzle capacity and spray system pressure measured during application; 
9. name and address of person applying this product. 
(Additional record details may be required by the state or territory where this product is used.) 

APVMA Record keeping requirements when using Tops®.
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Tops® Control

Variety: Washington Navels

Count:C8   138           125             113              100             88               80               72               64 56                  48         

& Smaller & Larger

Trial results & Photos - Oranges & Mandarins

Source: NSW DPI Griffith 2010

Tops® on Oranges - Fruit size ranges in both these trial was shifted towards the larger fruit and definitely away from size 113 and 
smaller when treated with Tops®.

Tops® Control
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Trial results & Photos - Oranges & Mandarins

Amigo Mandarin Trial, Leeton NSW 2008 - Fruit size range skewed fruit towards larger sizes. 

Photo: The Amigo mandarin orchard at Leeton NSW 2008, prior to harvest, showing fruit size 
increase and earlier colouring. Tops® row to the right, untreated row to the left. Photos: The Amigo mandarin orchard at 

Leeton NSW 2008, harvested fruit from 
the same orchard.
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Trial results & Photos - Oranges & Mandarins
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Control
Hand-thinned
Tops 10ppm
Tops 20ppm
Tops 10ppm early

In the DPI Tops Trial above Tops was compared to the “gold standard” of hand thinning and provided larger size fruit with a reduced 
labour cost.

At harvest the increase in diameter of the Tops treated fruit could result in a two to three count increase in average packout. The 
two Untreated plots were normal best practice of the orchard at the time. Tops was applied at 15ppm at an average fruit diameter of 
18.9mm
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Trial results & Photos - Lychees

 Note: TPA = Tops®

Source: Queensland Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry 2003.
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Trial results & Photos - Lychees

 Note: TPA = Tops®

Source: Queensland Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry 2003.
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Trial results & Photos - Lychees

Source: Queensland Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry 
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APVMA application record form (sample)

Name (eg. business name):

Date:

Address of application:

Paddocks/blocks sprayed:

Total hectares treated

Rate (tablets/100L water)

Volume of water per 
hectare

Variety treated:

Size of crop when Tops® 
applied:

Wind speed and direction 
during application:

Air temperature and 
relative humidity during 
application:

Nozzle brand, type, 
spray angle, nozzle 
capacity and spray system 
pressure measured during 
application; 

Name and address of 
person applying Tops®:

A sample of this form for your use can also be found on our website 
www.campbellchemicals.com.au
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WHAT YOU MUST REMEMBER 
WHEN USING TOPS®!

 † Always use the label dose: 
   † Citrus - 10-20ppm (1-2 tablets/100L water) 
   † Lychees - 50ppm (5 tablets/100L water) 

 † Apply to drip-off point using a suitable sprayer. 

 † Apply at correct stage, refer to page 3 on how to work this 
out. Earlier application can increase fruit drop to undesirable 
levels. 

 † Only apply Tops® to adult trees (greater than 5 years old). 

 † Only apply Tops® to well irrigated and fertilised orchards. 

 † Only apply Tops® once per year. 

 † Use a quality non-ionic wetting agent. 

 † DO NOT apply Tops® under hard weather conditions (hot or 
windy) as this could cause excess thinning.
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In conclusion...

Following almost 10 years of trial work, 
undertaken by QLD Department of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Forestry and Colin Campbell 
(Chemicals), Tops® is now available to lychee 
growers to help reduce fruit drop.

Tops® is a brand new product that can take care 
of your thinning requirements without inflating 
your labour budget.

However Tops® can not only thin your citrus, it 
also has ability to size your existing fruit load 
when there is no need for thinning.

Other benefits that may be observed 
when using Tops® on Oranges & 

Mandarins

 ® May give a higher sugar to acid ratio early in 
the season. 

 ® May give an earlier colour break on Navels, 
allowing earlier pick. 

 ® May give a more orange colour to fruit, 
important in the Riverland. 

 ® May toughen the peel slightly.

Oranges/Mandarins

Lychees
 ® TOPS® can be particularly effective on 

the cultivars Kwai Mai Pink (Boswell 3 or 
B3) and Kaimana, but can give variable 
responses on other cultivars depending on 
seasonal conditions.  

 ® When natural fruit drop is high, TOPS® 
can reduce the fruit drop. When natural 
fruit drop is low, TOPS® is less effective in 
reducing fruit drop.

TOPS® is available in 100g jars from your 
local Tops® agent. For more information 

please contact us on 
(02) 9725 2544.

To thin or size Oranges and 
Mandarins

To reduce fruit drop in lychees

WHAT YOU MUST REMEMBER 
WHEN USING TOPS®!
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5 Blackfriar Place
PO Box 6789
Wetherill Park, NSW 2164
Australia 

ContaCt Us

Colin Campbell (Chemicals) Pty Ltd

Nadeem Zreikat Ph: 0403 110 608

Turf Nationally & Central West  NSW, Hunter Region, Sydney, Southern Victoria  &  Tasmania 

Queensland & Northern NSW

Ross Campbell Ph: 0417 695 709

Southern NSW, Northern Victoria, Goulburn Valley & SA

Roy Stipo  Ph: 0428 630 545

National Sales Manager & Western Australia

Ramsay Zreikat Ph: 0417 775 041

Ph:   (02) 9725 2544
Fax:   (02) 9604 7768
Email:  info@campbellchemicals.com.au
Website:  www.campbellchemicals.com.au
ABN:  29 000 045 590

Research & Development Manager

Geoff Derrick  Ph: 0418 646 046

Proudly AustrAliAn owned & oPerAted

CelebrAting our 74th yeAr in 2014.

Check out our new website via your desktop or mobile
www.campbellchemicals.com.au ®Tops is a registered trademark of and product 

made by


